SECRET FROM WDEW-3-18-59 FOR MR. ROY JOHNSON INFO COFS FOR APOCOM GEN MCCORKLE; APOCOM-A LT COL SIMEX; AFDAT GEN BOOSEY; ARDC COL WORTEMAN AS PER AGREEMENT BETWEEN GENERAL SCHRIEVER AND MR. COWELL, THE FOLLOWING FINAL COMMENTS ON DISCOVERER I ARE SUBMITTED FOR YOUR INFORMATION. REDUCTION AND EXAMINATION OF DATA ACQUIRED FROM THE FIRST SUCCESSFUL LAUNCH OF DISCOVERER HAVE NOW BEEN ACCOMPLISHED TO A DEGREE WHICH PERMITS MORE PRECISE STATEMENTS TO BE MADE CONCERNING THE INFORMATION GAINED. FROM TELEMETRONED INSTRUMENTATION READINGS, FROM VISUAL TRACKING AND FROM VERTOFT RADAR PLOTS, THE MOST PROBABLE ORBITAL DETERMINATION IS AS FOLLOWS: PERIGEE 112 STATUTE MILES, APOGEE 595 STATUTE MILES, ECCENTRICITY .0556, PERIOD 95.9 MINUTES, LIFETIME 28 DAYS, INJECTION VELOCITY 25,900 FEET PER SECOND, AS...
SEVERE TEST OF THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE DATA SUPPORT THE CONCLUSION THAT SUCCESSFUL ORBIT WAS ACHIEVED, THE TRACKING DATA HAVE BEEN PAIRED TO A THREE-SIGMA LOWER TOLERANCE. EVEN UNDER THESE CONDITIONS AN ORBITAL LIFETIME OF FIVE DAYS WOULD HAVE BEEN OBTAINED. THE CONCLUSION OF SUCCESSFUL ORBIT IS FURTHER BORNE OUT BY A DETAILED EXAMINATION OF EQUIPMENT FUNCTIONING BASED UPON TELEMETRED MEASUREMENTS OF EXCELLENT QUALITY. THE PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPELLION SYSTEM WAS NORMAL, DOUBLY VERIFIED BY THE TRACKING DATA. THE INTERNAL POWER SYSTEM AND SUBSYSTEM A EQUIPMENT PERFORMED NORMALLY.

ALL COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT FUNCTIONED PROPERLY TO THE LIMIT OF TELEMETRY RECEIVED. THE GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEM EXHIBITED RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS WHICH WERE IN COMPLETE ACCORD WITH ACHIEVING THE MOST PROBABLE TRAJECTORY MENTIONED ABOVE AND THEREFORE CAST NO DOUBT UPON THE VALIDITY OF ADOPTING THE EXTREME CASE. FROM 28 FEB THROUGH 4 MAR 24 INTERCEPTS AT 232.4 MC WERE OBTAINED WHICH WERE IDENTIFIED AS COMING FROM THE ACQUISITION BEACON ABOARD THE DISCOVERER. THE FACT THAT NO SUCH TRANSMISSIONS HAVE BEEN HEARD SINCE 4 MAR WOULD TEND TO DISCOUNT THE VIEW THAT THE SIGNALS WERE SPURIOUS. IT WAS OUR BEST JUDGMENT THEN AND SO REMAINS TODAY THAT THESE INTERCEPTS CONFIRM THE ORBITAL INJECTION INFORMATION AND CONFIRM THAT THE DISCOVERER WAS ON ORBIT. IMRD AND AFMD WILL CONTINUE TO STUDY THE COLLECTED DATA FOR FUTURE ENGINEERING DESIGN PURPOSES.

AS PER YOUR TMX REF 956460 AND CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN GEN SCHRIEVER AND MR. GODDELL.

THIS IS OUR FINAL MESSAGE ON THIS MATTER.
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